Call for Participation
4th Workshop for doctoral students and young researchers
in Information Technology
Kazimierz Dolny
3-5 November, 2017

Following the successful workshop in the previous years, we would like to invite you to this year’s
event with a similar goals and format.
Computer Science is one of the most influential fields of research, spanning many interdisciplinary
scientific efforts as the result, transforming the world around us. This is why many young people
dedicate their talents to IT advancement.
This workshop is aimed at current PhD students, recipients of the Diamond Grants of Polish
Ministry of Science and Higher Education and young researchers involved in research towards
their PhD degree.
REASONS to come:


get professional feedback on your research plans or the current progress in research,



find new contacts with peers researching related topics,



improve communication skills in scientific domains as a key for future success,



broaden your prospect of professional interests,



learn how to deliver constructive criticism and still have many friends,



participate in informal debates on the future of ICT,




meet people like Yourself,
relax a bit after hard work.

If your research interest is in one of those general areas, but not limited to it;


Cloud computing development and deployment, trust, security and privacy,



Internet systems and their quality,



Databases, ontologies and semantic issues,



Business process design and management, workflow systems,



Innovative and smart applications,



Big data analytics,



Natural language processing,



Data management/governance in e-government, e-health, e-finance,



Human-computer interaction,



Games and multimedia,



Image and Video Processing,



Computer Simulation,



Advanced networking (Ad-hoc and sensor networks, network security),



ICT for decision support,



ICT in medicine,



Bioinformatics,




Social informatics,
Information security.

Join the workshop this year!
Get involved by submitting your paper. Go to Paper and Presentation for instructions.(link)
Your presentation during the workshop will be carefully evaluated from several perspectives by
the Program Committee members:


your research plan,



your current results,




your writing skills and presentation quality,
future potential of your selected problems.

You will get targeted feedback, specially dedicated to you to assist you with future research
development. Presentations will be appraised in two categories;
Initial Research Category – evaluation of research proposal and research plan,
Advanced Research Category – evaluation of research plan and progress showing some own
results.
To assist you with preparation of good quality paper, this year we expect a note of
recommendation from your research advisor submitted with your paper.
All submitted papers with supervisor’s recommendation will be accepted to the workshop.
However, based on the detailed evaluation of all papers and presentations, authors of
selected papers will be invited to submit extended versions of the presented work for publication in
Computer Science, published by the AGH University of Science and Technology.
Also, you get a chance to attend and comment on presentations from your PhD colleagues from
different universities. Refreshing inspiration from workshop appearances will energize you for your
subsequent efforts towards the PhD degree. Trust us, building the community is helpful and
encouraging for future collaboration!

We plan to limit the number of participants up to 60 students/researchers. The registration fee
covering the accommodation, meals and all the facilities on the site is 1 100 PLN.
The papers submission deadline is 8 October 2017.
The registration deadline is 17 September 2017.
Send your paper to: wdsit@pja.edu.pl.

We look forward to welcoming you at the workshop in Kazimierz Dolny this autumn.

Program Committee
Prof. dr. hab. Alicja Wieczorkowska, Polish-Japanese Academy of Information Technology, PC Chair
Prof. dr. hab. Maria Orłowska, Polish-Japanese Academy of Information Technology, co-Chair
Prof. dr. hab. Adam Wierzbicki, Polish-Japanese Academy of Information Technology, co-Chair
Prof. dr. hab. Krzysztof Marasek, Polish-Japanese Academy of Information Technology, co-Chair and others.

Submission Deadlines:
Submit papers by October 8
Organized session proposals by October 22
Contacts:
Organizers: wdsit@pja.edu.pl.
Information at http://www.pja.edu.pl/informatyka/doktoranckie/phd-workshop

